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ABSTRACT: We have developed microscale polymer capsules that are able to chemically degrade a certain type of
polymeric microbead in their immediate vicinity. The
inspiration here is from the body’s immune system, where
killer T cells selectively destroy cancerous cells or cells infected
by pathogens while leaving healthy cells alone. The “killer”
capsules are made from the cationic biopolymer chitosan by a
combination of ionic cross-linking (using multivalent
tripolyposphate anions) and subsequent covalent cross-linking
(using glutaraldehyde). During capsule formation, the enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) is encapsulated in these capsules. The
target beads are made by ionic cross-linking of the biopolymer alginate using copper (Cu2+) cations. The killer capsules harvest
glucose from their surroundings, which is then enzymatically converted by GOx into gluconate ions. These ions are known for
their ability to chelate Cu2+ cations. Thus, when a killer capsule is next to a target alginate bead, the gluconate ions diﬀuse into
the bead and extract the Cu2+ cross-links, causing the disintegration of the target bead. Such destruction is visualized in real-time
using optical microscopy. The destruction is speciﬁc, i.e., other microparticles that do not contain Cu2+ are left undisturbed.
Moreover, the destruction is localized, i.e., the targets destroyed in the short term are the ones right next to the killer beads. The
time scale for destruction depends on the concentration of encapsulated enzyme in the capsules.
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■

INTRODUCTION
Microcapsules having a liquid core and a solid shell are widely
used in consumer products, nutraceuticals, agrochemicals, and
biomedical applications.1−3 These structures can encapsulate a
variety of diﬀerent payloads in their core, including drugs,
cosmetics, or ﬂavor molecules. The payload in the microcapsules can be released steadily over a long time or can be
released in a burst at a speciﬁc time or in response to a stimulus
such as temperature or light.4,5 Microcapsules have also
attracted recent attention in a very diﬀerent context, which is
in the design of “artiﬁcial cells” or protocells.6,7 The motivation
in this context is to construct simple container structures using
either synthetic polymers, biopolymers, or lipids that can mimic
some basic functions of a biological cell. For example, Bentley
et al.8 have developed biopolymer capsules having the ability to
communicate with bacterial populations through small signaling
molecules.
The inspiration for this work comes from the cells in the
body’s immune system.9,10 The function of the immune system
is to protect the body against invaders such as viruses and
bacteria. If these pathogens are somehow able to enter the body
and infect some cells, the immune system quickly tries to
identify and eliminate the infected cells, so that the damage is
minimized. For this purpose, one of the main types of immune
cells are the cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), also called
“killer” T cells (Figure 1a).10−12 These cells contain the
machinery for targeted destruction of infected cells. For
© 2016 American Chemical Society

example, the cells can generate and secrete cytotoxic proteins
such as perforin and granzymes. The killer T cells move close
to the infected cells and locally secrete the cytotoxic proteins,
packaged within nanoscale containers called exosomes (Figure
1a).11,12 The proteins enter the infected cells and induce cell
death (apoptosis), thereby ensuring that the pathogens in them
are not propagated further. Because protein release is conﬁned
to the infected cells, normal (uninfected) neighboring cells are
left alone (Figure 1a). The same killer T cell can then move on
and use the same mechanism to eliminate other infected cells.
In this paper, we report the development of microparticles
that are inspired by the killer T cells (Figure 1b). As noted
above, these cells have the ability to selectively destroy infected
cells while sparing normal ones. This property is translated into
an abiotic system involving diﬀerent kinds of polymeric
microparticles. Speciﬁcally, we develop a class of “killer”
microcapsules made from the biopolymer chitosan, with the
enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) encapsulated in them. In the
presence of glucose from the external environment, these killer
capsules continuously generate gluconate ions, which are a
known chelator of metal ions such as copper (Cu2+). Thus, the
killer capsules can selectively attack particles that are crosslinked by metal ions. Here, the targets are microbeads formed
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microscale aqueous droplets at the tip of a capillary. A key
distinguishing feature of this method over other microﬂuidic
methods is that we do not use an immiscible oil phase to form
the aqueous droplets.15,16 Instead, pulses of compressed air or
nitrogen gas are used to shear oﬀ the droplets from the capillary
tip. To generate these pulses, we connect a gas-ﬂow controller
to a function generator. The gas ﬂows as a sheath around the
tip of an inner glass capillary of diameter of ∼100 μm in which
an aqueous solution is ﬂowed (the liquid ﬂow is controlled by a
syringe pump). For every pulse of gas, an aqueous droplet is
dislodged from the tip of the inner capillary. The ﬂow rate of
the liquid as well as the frequency of the pulsing gas dictate the
volume of the liquid droplet. Droplets generated by this
technique are very uniform, with polydispersities of <3% in
their diameter.13
Our approach to forming capsules and beads utilizes
particular biopolymers in the generating solution that passes
through the inner capillary and cross-linker(s) for these
biopolymers in the reservoir solution where the droplets are
collected. To form the “killer” capsules, we use the cationic
biopolymer chitosan in the generating solution.17−20 Together
with 2 wt % chitosan, this solution also contains the enzyme
GOx at a concentration of 200 units/mL. In the reservoir, we
use a 10 wt % solution of sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP). TPP
is a multivalent anion that is known to cross-link chitosan by
forming ionic interactions with multiple chitosan chains.21 We
create droplets of chitosan−GOx, which are dropped into the
TPP solution and allowed to incubate for 30 min. In this time,
the droplets are converted into soft capsules due to TPP crosslinking.21−23 Thereafter, the solution in the reservoir is replaced
with a solution of 1 wt % glutaraldehyde (GA), which is a
dialdehyde that reacts with the amines on chitosan, forming
covalent cross-links.20,23 GA strengthens the chitosan−TPP
capsules. The capsules are then washed and stored in deionized
(DI) water. On the basis of previous studies, it is known that
the shell of these capsules is porous to small molecules but not
to nanoscale structures or macromolecules such as the GOx
enzyme (molecular weight ∼160 kDa).8,19,24 Thus, GOx is
entrapped within the lumen of the killer capsules.
Next, to prepare the target beads, we use a 2 wt % solution of
the anionic biopolymer sodium alginate as the generating
solution and 1 wt % of copper sulfate (CuSO4) in the reservoir
solution. In the process, droplets of sodium alginate are crosslinked by Cu2+ cations to form the target beads.25 Consistent
with the literature, we refer to these alginate particles as beads
rather than capsules because they are expected to be uniformly
cross-linked rather than having a core−shell structure.25−27 The
diameters of both the killer capsules and the target beads are
∼300 μm in our study. Note that their sizes are determined by
the sizes of the droplets, which can be varied easily between
∼50 to 500 μm. A few studies are also conducted with larger
(millimeter scale) capsules and beads, and in this case, instead
of the above capillary-based setup, a 22 gauge syringe is used to
directly inject droplets of the respective biopolymer solutions
into the collecting reservoir.
Figure 3 (top) shows the mechanism by which the killer
capsules (bearing GOx) are expected to attack their target Cu−
alginate beads. For this, the external medium must contain
glucose, which is the substrate for GOx.22,28 We expect glucose
to diﬀuse from the surroundings into the killer capsule (step
A). The enzymatic catalysis of glucose by GOx (in the presence
of oxygen) will ﬁrst result in the intermediate D-glucono-δlactone (GDL), which will then be hydrolyzed to form

Figure 1. Analogy between killer T cells of the immune system and
“killer” capsules. (a) The killer T cells target cells in the body that are
infected by pathogens or cancer. Cytotoxic proteins packaged in
exosomes are dispatched out, whereupon they enter the infected cell
and induce cell death. Healthy cells are left undisturbed. (b) The
“killer” capsules in this study generate chelator molecules, which
diﬀuse into target beads in their vicinity. The chelator removes metal
cross-links from the beads, thereby destroying them. Inert beads that
do not have these metal cross-links remain unaﬀected.

by cross-linking the biopolymer alginate with Cu2+ ions. When
the killer capsules and target beads are mixed, the gluconate
released from the capsules removes the Cu2+ from alginate
beads in the vicinity of the capsules, causing the destruction of
the beads (Figure 1b). Other microparticles that are not crosslinked by metal ions are unaﬀected, i.e., they remain as inert
bystanders (Figure 1b). The destructive eﬀect is localized near
the killer capsules (in the short term) because it relies on
diﬀusion of the chelating gluconate molecules from the capsules
to the target beads. This is analogous to the diﬀusion of
cytotoxic proteins from the killer T cells to infected cells.11,12
Overall, this is the ﬁrst study, to the best of our knowledge, to
explore the idea of using one polymer particle as the vehicle to
destroy another speciﬁc particle. The concept here could be
useful in the development of protocells, drug-delivery vehicles,
or tissue-engineering constructs with even more sophisticated
functionalities.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the microﬂuidic setup used in this study for
forming microcapsules and microbeads. This setup was
developed in our lab previously and has been described in
more detail elsewhere.13,14 It allows for the generation of
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Figure 2. Synthesis of microcapsules and microbeads by an oil-free microﬂuidic technique. Microdroplets bearing a biopolymer of interest are
generated by ﬂowing the aqueous biopolymer solution through an inner capillary. Gas (nitrogen or air) is ﬂowed through an outer capillary that
sheaths the inner one. The gas is ﬂowed in pulses, which are controlled by the function generator. The result is that uniform aqueous droplets
emerge from the tip of the inner capillary. These droplets are introduced into an appropriate cross-linking solution (also aqueous). For the killer
capsules, the generating solution is composed of chitosan, along with the enzyme GOx. The cross-linking solution contains the anion TPP, and the
dialdehyde GA is introduced thereafter. For the target beads, the generating solution is composed of alginate, and the cross-linking solution is based
on divalent Cu2+ cations.

gluconate ions (step B).28 These ions will then diﬀuse out of
the capsule into the external solution, and if a target Cu−
alginate bead is present nearby, the gluconate ions will diﬀuse
into the bead (step C). At that point, the gluconate will chelate
the Cu2+ cations that form the cross-links in the bead.29,30
Thereby, the target bead will be degraded into soluble alginate
chains (step D). Incidentally, the equilibrium constant for
chelation of Cu2+ by gluconate is 2 × 1018, whereas for
chelation by gluconate of Ca2+ and Sr2+ (two other divalent
cations commonly used to cross-link alginate), the equilibrium
constants are much lower (∼10).30 In other words, gluconate is
much more eﬃcient at chelating Cu2+, which is why we used
Cu2+ as the cross-linking cation for our target alginate beads
rather than Ca2+ or Sr2+.
To test the above concept, we combined our killer capsules
and target beads in an HEPES buﬀer solution (pH 7.4)
containing 1 wt % glucose. Then, we observed the system using
optical microscopy. In the bottom portion of Figure 3, the
focus is on a pair of such particles and representative images of
this pair are shown at selected time points. (The entire process
is also shown in Movie 1.) Consistent with the expected
mechanism, the images clearly demonstrate degradation of the
target bead as time progresses. The degradation begins at the
side of the bead that is closest to the killer capsule (Images 2
and 3). Over time, the degradation proceeds inward (i.e.,
toward the core). At the 4 h mark (Image 5), more than half of
the bead has been degraded, and the portion that remains is
barely visible. Note that the degradation is expected to result in
uncross-linked alginate chains (Panel D), which can diﬀuse
away from the original location of the target bead. By the 5 h
mark (Image 6), the degradation appears to be complete and
no portion of the bead is visible any more. Note that the above

experiments were conducted in HEPES buﬀer, a common
buﬀer that does not interact with metal ions.31 The buﬀer is
needed to maintain pH because with a lowering of pH by more
than one unit, the chelation eﬃciency of gluconate drops,30 and
moreover, alginate beads tend to shrink.25−27
The degradation seen in Figure 3 is quantiﬁed in Figure 4.
For this, images at regular time points were analyzed, and the
size of the target bead (area on the image) was calculated in
each case. The size (as a percent relative to its initial value) as a
function of time is plotted in Figure 4a. The striking result is
that there is a 20% increase in bead size initially (up to ∼200
min) before the size decreases. This can be explained as follows.
As the gluconate diﬀuses into the bead, it removes Cu2+ crosslinks, which causes the bead to swell more in water.26,27 Indeed,
one can see from the initial images that the bead appears less
opaque as it is getting degraded, which is evidently because
more water has entered into it. After the 200 min mark, most of
the cross-links have been removed from the outer regions of
the bead, and from this point onward, there is a visible
reduction in size. The same trend as in Figure 4a is seen for
every target bead analyzed. Our ﬁndings imply that, to
accurately measure the degradation of the bead from the
images, one must account for two factors: the decrease in area
as well as in opacity, as explained further in Figure S1. Using
this approach, we show in Figure 4b a plot of the undegraded
(i.e., remaining) fraction of the bead versus time corresponding
to the data in Figure 4a. This plot shows a monotonic decrease
with time until the value falls to zero (i.e., 100% degradation) at
the 300 min mark. Over the ﬁrst 100 min, there is negligible
degradation on the whole. This is because some time is
required for gluconate to build up by enzymatic reaction and
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Figure 3. Mechanism by which a killer capsule destroys a target bead (top) and images depicting this process over time (bottom). Top: The killer
capsule contains the enzyme GOx. Glucose from the surroundings diﬀuses into the capsule (step A), forming gluconate (step B), which diﬀuses out
and into nearby target beads (step C). The target bead is formed by cross-linking alginate with Cu2+ cations. The gluconate chelates away the Cu2+,
and thereby the bead is degraded, leaving behind uncross-linked alginate chains (step D). Bottom: Images from optical microscopy of a killer capsule
next to a target bead in a quiescent solution containing 1 wt % glucose. As time progresses, the gluconate diﬀuses into the bead and causes
degradation. The degradation begins on the side of the bead that is closest to the capsule (Images 2 and 3). As the bead continues to degrade, its size
reduces, and it becomes more transparent (Images 4 and 5). After 5 h (Image 6), the degradation is complete, and the bead cannot be seen any
more. The above process is also shown from start to ﬁnish in Movie 1. Scale bars in the images are 150 μm.

Next, we conﬁrmed that macroscale killer capsules can
degrade corresponding target beads (Figure S3). Because these
structures are larger, they can be observed visually (both have
diameters of ∼2.5 mm). The killer chitosan capsule in Figure
S3 is loaded with an orange dye, and the target Cu−alginate
bead has a blue-green dye. Their compositions are otherwise
identical to those in Figure 3b, i.e., the killer has 200 units/mL
of GOx inside, the external solution is HEPES buﬀer with 1 wt
% glucose, and the target is cross-linked using 1 wt % CuSO4.
Figure S3 conﬁrms that the Cu−alginate bead gets degraded
over a period of 18 h. The time scale is longer than for the
corresponding microscale particles, which is because degradation is controlled by the diﬀusion of gluconate from the killer to
target bead. The diﬀusion time scale is expected to vary as τ ≈
a2/ + , where a is distance and + is the diﬀusivity.32 The total
distance that the gluconate has to diﬀuse is composed of two
parts: (i) the distance from the killer to the target; and (ii) the
sizes of the killer and the target. In the macroscale experiment,
the killer and target are positioned a few mm from each other,
and they are too large to diﬀuse away. Thus, the gluconate will
take quite some time to reach the exterior of the target bead

then diﬀuse into the bead. Once suﬃcient gluconate has
entered the bead, degradation proceeds more rapidly.
To prove that the degradation of the target bead is indeed
due to (a) the enzymatic action of GOx on glucose and, in turn,
(b) the chelation of Cu2+ by the reaction product, gluconate, we
performed a series of additional experiments. Macroscale
(millimeter-sized) killer and target beads were used for these
experiments, and the results are shown in Figures S2 and S3.
First, we conﬁrmed that target (Cu−alginate) beads can be
degraded by exposure to free GOx in the external solution. For
this experiment, the beads were placed in a solution containing
1 wt % glucose and 1 unit/mL of GOx. The representative
images in Figure S2 show that the beads degrade over the
course of 6 h. As controls, the same experiment with Cu−
alginate beads was repeated in a solution of GOx enzyme (no
glucose) and in a solution of glucose (no enzyme). No
degradation was observed (even over several days) for these
control cases. Thus, degradation of the beads requires both the
enzyme and the substrate to be present, which conﬁrms that it
is the result of the enzymatic reaction, i.e., due to the gluconate
(Cu2+ chelator) being formed.
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capsules. In the immune system, killer T cells destroy infected
cells, whereas they leave healthy cells alone (Figure 1a). Our
abiotic system is also speciﬁc, and to show this, we synthesized
three diﬀerent populations of microparticles and mixed them in
roughly equal numbers in a solution of 1 wt % glucose (Figure
5). The ﬁrst population is of killer chitosan capsules with a
diameter of ∼300 μm and with 200 units/mL of GOx inside.
Another population is of Cu−alginate target beads with a
diameter of ∼300 μm as well. Both the killer and the target
particles are identical to those in Figure 3. Additionally, we
synthesized a third population to represent inert particles.
These were made by the same microﬂuidic procedure as in
Figure 2, but for the generating solution, an aqueous solution of
2 wt % chitosan with 1 wt % of carbon black (CB) particles
dispersed in it was used, and for the reservoir solution, 2 wt %
of GA was used. Also, the droplets were incubated in the GA
solution for a full day, thus resulting in uniformly cross-linked
chitosan−GA beads.20 Moreover, the ﬂow rates were adjusted
such that the diameters of these inert beads was ∼150 μm, i.e.,
about half the sizes of the killer and target. To distinguish the
three sets of particles in Figure 5, we have marked the killers
with yellow circles and the targets with blue circles. Note that
the killers can be distinguished also by the presence of a darker
central core in each of them, which is not present in the targets.
The inerts have a uniform black color due to the encapsulated
CB, and they are also smaller than the rest of the particles.
Figure 5 depicts the changes in the above system as a
function of time. Because the system is quiescent, i.e., there is
no convective mixing, the particles remain in roughly the same
position over the period of observation. The changes in the
system are caused by the generation of gluconate in the killer
capsules and the subsequent diﬀusion of these molecules
throughout the sample. As expected, the gluconate degrades the
Cu−alginate target beads (by chelating the Cu2+), but the inert
beads (that do not contain any Cu2+) are left undisturbed. At
the intermediate time point of 4 h (Figure 5b), we note that
several target beads have been eliminated, i.e., there are fewer
blue particles compared to those at t = 0. Moreover, as can be
seen by the zoomed image in Figure 5b, the surviving target
beads are more transparent compared to their initial state,
indicating partial degradation. Subsequently, by the 8 h mark
(Figure 5c), degradation of the target beads is complete, i.e.,
there are no blue particles left in this image. However, all of the
inert beads remain in this case. This conﬁrms the selective
nature of the degradation.
The degradation proﬁles of individual beads in Figure 5 show
interesting diﬀerences. Speciﬁcally, because degradation relies
on diﬀusion of chelator from the killer capsules, it varies based
on the location of the target bead relative to the killers. Two
cases are analyzed in Figure 6 to highlight this point. First, we
focus on a target bead labeled “Close”, i.e., it has four killer
capsules that are close to it. The shortest distance between the
four killers to this bead is indicated using yellow lines in Image
1 of Figure 6. The proximity to several killers ensures that the
bead will be rapidly exposed to chelator molecules. We have
analyzed the degradation of the bead from the images,
accounting for both its decrease in area as well as opacity, as
was done in Figure 4b. The plot of undegraded (i.e., remaining)
fraction of the bead versus time shows a steady drop from the
outset, and the degradation of the bead is complete in ∼250
min (thus, this bead is no longer observable at the 4 h mark in
Figure 5b). In contrast, we consider a “Distant” target bead,
which has four killers that are relatively far away, as indicated by

Figure 4. Kinetics of target bead degradation due to the action of the
killer capsule. The images in Figure 3 are analyzed to obtain the data
shown in these plots. (a) Change in bead area, relative to its initial size,
vs time. The area increases initially and then decreases to zero. (b)
Percent of bead that is left undegraded, as calculated by accounting for
both the bead area and its opacity. This quantity decreases
monotonically with time and falls to zero in ∼300 min.

and furthermore to diﬀuse all the way across the target. Using
the above setup, we also studied the eﬀect of enzyme
concentration, with all other parameters kept constant. Instead
of 200 units/mL of GOx in the killer capsule, we examined
enzyme levels that were lower or higher by an order of
magnitude. Figure S4 shows that the degradation time
decreases monotonically with increasing enzyme concentration,
as expected.24
Targeted bead degradation in the above manner could enable
the localized release of trapped cargo from the beads. To
demonstrate this, we encapsulated ﬂuorescent nanoparticles
(diameter ∼100 nm) at a concentration of 0.2 wt % within a
target Cu−alginate macrobead. A killer chitosan capsule was
then placed next to this target bead, and the two were studied
in a buﬀered 1 wt % glucose solution (both the capsule and
bead have diameters of ∼2.5 mm). Images of the pair using
both bright-ﬁeld and ﬂuorescence microscopy are shown in
Figure S5. Initially, the ﬂuorescent nanoparticles are encapsulated within the target bead, and so the ﬂuorescence is conﬁned
within the bead volume. As the Cu2+ cross-links are removed
from the target bead, the nanoparticles get released into the
surrounding solution (they are small enough to diﬀuse rapidly).
As a result, we see the emergence of background ﬂuorescence
in the solution once the bead is suﬃciently degraded.24
Finally, we conducted an experiment to demonstrate the
speciﬁcity in destruction of target microbeads by the killer
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Figure 5. Demonstration that killer capsules degrade target beads but do not aﬀect inert beads. A total of three types of microparticles are combined
in a 1 wt % glucose solution, and representative images of the quiescent system are shown over time. For clarity, the killer capsules (chitosan−GOx)
are circled yellow, and the target beads (alginate−Cu2+) are circled blue. The inert beads (chitosan−GA with carbon black) are not circled and are
smaller (150 μm in diameter) than the other two, which are each 300 μm in diameter. (a) At t = 0, all three types of particles are observed in the
image, as also shown by a zoomed view at the bottom. (b) After 4 h, several of the target beads have been completely degraded and are no longer
visible. Other target beads are partially degraded and appear more transparent than at the outset. (c) After 8 h, all of the target beads are completely
degraded and are no longer visible in the image, while all of the inert beads remain undisturbed. Scale bars in the images are 600 μm.

the longer lines in Image 2. In this case, a plot of undegraded
fraction versus time shows a lag time of ∼150 min before
degradation starts. Thereafter, the rate of degradation (slope of
the plot) is also lower. Thus, complete degradation of this bead
is only accomplished in ∼450 min.
The above results show that the destruction caused by the
killers is local, i.e., in the short term, it is localized toward
targets that are very close to (one or more) of the killers. In the
simplest analysis, the killers are “point sources” of gluconate,
and the diﬀusion of gluconate away from the killers is governed
by Fick’s second law.32 Thus, as one proceeds radially away
from a given killer, the concentration of gluconate (at any
instant of time) decreases exponentially with radial distance.
Because the killers are randomly distributed at t = 0 (see Figure
5a), there are numerous sources of gluconate and it is diﬃcult
to analyze the system quantitatively. At long times, the
gluconate concentration everywhere in the sample reaches a
steady-state value, and as a result, all target beads are exposed to
suﬃcient gluconate to cause degradation. Thus, given enough
time, all the target beads will get degraded, as demonstrated in
Figure 5c.

■

CONCLUSIONS
We have developed killer capsules made from chitosan that
contain the enzyme GOx. These capsules are demonstrated to
degrade target beads of alginate cross-linked by Cu2+ cations.
The degradation occurs in a medium containing glucose, which
is the substrate for GOx. Glucose diﬀuses into the capsules,
where it is converted to gluconate ions, which in turn diﬀuse
out of the capsules. When these ions encounter the alginate−
Cu2+ beads, they remove the Cu2+ cross-links by chelation due
to which the bead is degraded. Cu2+ was chosen as the cation
for the beads because of its high chelation eﬃciency with

Figure 6. Kinetics of target bead degradation is shown to depend on
proximity to killer capsules. The images in Figure 5 are analyzed, and
two speciﬁc cases are contrasted. The “Close” target bead has four
killer capsules close by, as shown by the yellow lines in Image 1. A plot
of percent undegraded vs time shows that the degradation of this bead
begins at t = 0 and is completed by ∼250 min. In contrast, the
“Distant” target bead is relatively far from four killer capsules, as shown
by the lines in Image 2. In this case, degradation begins after a lag time
of ∼150 min and is completed only after ∼450 min.
29693
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Optical and Fluorescence Microscopy. A Zeiss Axiovert 135
TV inverted light microscope equipped with ToupView Imaging
software was used for bright-ﬁeld microscopy. Images were obtained
with either a 2.5× or a 10× objective. For the studies on the release of
ﬂuorescent latex nanospheres Figure S5), ﬂuorescence images were
taken using a band-pass excitation ﬁlter (530−585 nm) and a long pass
emission ﬁlter of 615 nm.

gluconate. Target beads that are very close to the killer capsules
are aﬀected ﬁrst by the gluconate. Thus, at short time scales, the
destructive eﬀect is localized near the killer capsules.
Our study advances the concept of having one particle
destroy another. This should be extendable in multiple ways
using other chemistries. Glucose is our molecular cue as it is the
substrate for our enzymatic reaction. Other enzyme−substrate
couples could be similarly employed. Also, while our idea has
been to exploit the product of an enzymatic reaction for
inducing the degradation, other products of nonenzymatic
reactions or self-assembly processes could also be exploited. We
should also point that at the heart of our system there lies a
“cascade” process. That is, our molecular cue (glucose) does
not by itself cause the end eﬀect (“killing”). Instead the cue (A)
has an initial eﬀect (B), which here is production of gluconate,
and this in turn causes the ﬁnal eﬀect (C), which is the
destruction of the target. Cascade processes frequently occur in
biology and are also being studied in the context of cell-like
containers. Here, a key point is that the initial eﬀect (B) occurs
in one location, i.e., the capsules, whereas the ﬁnal eﬀect (C)
occurs in a diﬀerent location, i.e., the beads, with the two
locations being connected by diﬀusion.

■
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Materials and Chemicals. The following chemicals were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich: the biopolymers, chitosan (medium molecular
weight; degree of deacetylation: ∼80%) and sodium alginate (low
viscosity, molecular weight: 110−150 kDa); the enzyme GOx (from
Aspergillus niger, 100 000 units/g); and the chemicals sodium
tripolyphosphate (TPP), glutaraldehyde (GA), calcium chloride
dihydrate, copper(II) sulfate, strontium chloride hexa-hydrate, sodium
gluconate, D-glucose, Pluronic F127, and HEPES. Green-ﬂuorescent
latex nanospheres (nominal diameter of 100 nm) were obtained from
Polysciences (catalog no. 17150). Carbon black particles (N110) were
obtained from Sid Richardson Carbon Company.
Synthesis of Capsules and Beads. A pulsed-gas-ﬂow microcapillary device was used to prepare microscale capsules and beads. For
the killer capsules, a 2 wt % chitosan solution in 0.2 M acetic acid with
dispersed GOx was injected at 1.5 μL/min through a silica capillary
(diameter of 100 μm). Gas pulses (3 Hz; 9 psi) were applied at the
oriﬁce by a digital gas ﬂow controller, as shown in Figure 2. The
droplets were collected in an aqueous TPP solution (10 wt %) for 30
min and then incubated in GA (1 wt %) for 1 h. The capsules were
then washed with DI water (ﬁve times) and were stored in DI water at
4 °C. For the target beads, the same above conditions were used with
the diﬀerence being that the injected solution was 2 wt % sodium
alginate in DI water, and the collection solution was 1 wt % CuSO4
with 0.3 wt % Pluronic F127 added as a surfactant. The droplets were
allowed to cross-link in the collection solution for 30 min. The ﬁnal
beads were then washed with DI water (ﬁve times) and were stored in
DI water at 4 °C. For the inert beads, the injected solution was a
mixture of 2 wt % chitosan in 0.5 M acetic acid with 1 wt % carbon
black. Droplets were collected in 2 wt % GA and incubated for 24 h to
form the inert chitosan−GA microbeads. All of the capsules and beads
remain stable in solution for a period of several days. For the
macroscale capsules and beads, instead of the above microﬂuidic
device, millimeter-scale droplets were formed by extruding the
appropriate solution through a 22 gauge needle. All other conditions
were identical to those above.
Bead Degradation Experiments. For the experiments in Figure
3, the killer capsules and target beads were mixed at roughly equal
ratios in a buﬀered solution (0.02 M HEPES; pH of 7.4) containing 1
wt % glucose. Bright-ﬁeld microscopy images (10× objective) were
taken every 5 min. For the experiments in Figure 5, the killer capsules,
target beads, and inert beads were mixed at roughly equal ratios in the
same solution as above, and the system was again monitored by brightﬁeld microscopy.
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Figure S1. Procedure for calculating the % of the target bead that is undegraded at a given time t. The analysis is
done using the Image J program. The contour of the target bead is traced, as shown in blue, and then the area within this
trace and the intensity (total pixels within this area) are determined by the program.
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Figure S2. Degradation of target Cu-alginate beads by addition of GOx enzyme to the solution. The bead is placed
in a solution containing 1 wt% glucose and 1 unit/mL of GOx is added. The optical microscopy images over time show that
the bead degrades over the course of 6 h. When the same experiment is conducted without glucose or without the GOx,
no degradation is observed. Scale bars represent 1 mm.
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Figure S3. Degradation of macroscale target beads by corresponding killer capsules. At t = 0, a killer capsule and
target bead (each of diameter ~ 2.5 mm) are placed close to each other in a HEPES buffer solution containing 1 wt% of
glucose. The killer is a chitosan-TPP-GA capsule with 200 units/mL of GOx inside it. The target is alginate cross-linked
with 1 wt% CuSO4. The photographs over time show that in 18 h, the target bead is completely degraded. Scale bars
represent 5 mm.
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Figure S4. Effect of GOx enzyme concentration on degradation time. The experiment in Figure S3 was repeated with
other concentrations of GOx in the killer capsule. The degradation time is defined as the time it takes to completely
degrade the target bead, and the data show that this time decreases monotonically with increasing GOx concentration.
The error bars correspond to the standard deviation from three measurements.
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Figure S5. Release of fluorescent payload upon degradation of a target bead by a killer capsule. At t = 0, a killer
chitosan/GOx capsule (200 units/mL of GOx) and a target Cu-alginate bead containing green-fluorescent nanoparticles
(diameter of ~ 100 nm) are placed next to each other in a HEPES buffer solution containing 1 wt% of glucose. Optical
microscopy images under brightfield (top row) and fluorescence (bottom row) are shown at various time points. Initially, the
fluorescence is contained within the target bead. At the 7h mark, there is partial degradation of the target, and as a result,
the fluorescent nanoparticles are released out of the bead. Thus, the fluorescence is spread over a larger area. At the 22 h
mark, the degradation is complete and the target can no longer be detected in the brightfield image. By this time, the
nanoparticles have diffused throughout the solution, which thereby shows a uniform green fluorescence. The scale bars
represent 1 mm.
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